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K I D S

MECH

Fozzie 
(SOMETHING YOU DID BEFORE BED) 

 and 
(SOMETHING YOU DID BEFORE BED) 

 to get ready 

for bed, but there’s one thing he always does first! Tell a joke! “Why did  

the 
                  (ANIMAL)                  

 jump on the 
      (SOMETHING IN THE BACKYARD)     

? Because its 

              (TYPE OF FOOD)              
 was 

              (COLOR)              
 and said 

  (SOUND A DOG MAKES)  
!” That 

joke didn’t make Fozzie laugh that hard, so he tries again. “What do you  

get when you cross a 
             (SHAPE)             

 with a 
             (ANIMAL)             

 standing on its 

              (BODY PART)             
? A 

          (MUSICAL INSTRUMENT)          
 with a 

           (SILLY NOISE)            
!”  

Fozzie laughs and laughs. Wocka wocka, that’s a good joke! 
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Kermit puts on his favorite 
              (TYPE OF ANIMAL)               

 pajamas and plays a 

Goodnight lullaby on his banjo. It’s his favorite way to get ready for bed! 

He sings, “Goodnight 
              (COLOR)               

  
           (OBJECTS IN BEDROOM)          

, goodnight  

      (NUMBER)     
  

      (OBJECTS IN BEDROOM)      
! Goodnight old 

      (ANIMAL)      
 under  

the 
      (SOMETHING OUTSIDE)      

! Goodnight big  
                    (TOY)                  

, goodnight 

fast 
             (PERSON)            

!” He even wishes a good night to his banjo. By the 

time Kermit finishes singing his Goodnight lullaby, he is ready for bed!
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Piggy LOOOOOVES taking naps! She likes to cuddle with her 
                    (TOY)                  

 

while thinking about 
        (TYPE OF FOOD)        

 and about 
        (TYPE OF FOOD)        

. Oh, and don’t 

forget about her fabulous 
      (COLOR)      

  
(SOMETHING YOU CAN WEAR)

. Piggy simply cannot 

nap without it! She loves to spread her blankets in a big 
    (A SHAPE)    

 and then jump 

through 
   (NUMBER)   

 different 
    (SHAPES)    

 before landing perfectly on her 

 
    (COLOR)    

 pillow. “
(SOMETHING YOU SAY WHEN YOU’RE HAPPY!)

,” says Piggy, before 

closing her eyes for a nap. “Moi loves to nap!” 
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There’s no way Gonzo can sleep now! He just 
             (MOVEMENT)            

 past a group  

of 
  (NUMBER)  

  
      (COLOR)      

  
      (ANIMALS)      

 while eating a 
        (TYPE OF FOOD)        

-filled 

        (TYPE OF FOOD)        
! Gonzo felt happy, after all, he loves his feats of daring!  

But what’s next? Flying over a 
(SOMETHING YOU CAN SWIM IN)

 and landing in a bowl of  

       (TYPE OF FOOD)       
? Riding a 

      (TOY WITH WHEELS)      
 through a 

(SOMETHING ON A PLAYGROUND)
  

while juggling 
  (NUMBER)  

 baby 
      (ANIMALS)      

? Phew! Sounds like Gonzo needs  

to get some rest. Tomorrow is going to be a busy day!
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Summer loves to dream! She likes to remember her favorite dreams by  

drawing what she saw! One night, Summer dreamt she was finding 
      (COLOR)      

  

   (TYPE OF PLANTS)   
. Another night, Summer dreamt she was exploring a 

        (PLACE)        
 

with a team of 
 (NUMBER) 

 super cute 
      (COLOR)    

  
   (TYPE OF DINOSAUR)   

! Summer makes a 

drawing of her dreams! But Summer’s favorite dream is when she learned how 

to play 
       (A GAME)        

 with Kermit, sing 
                (YOUR FAVORITE SONG)                

 with Piggy, 

eat 
        (TYPE OF FOOD)        

 with Gonzo, play the 
   (MUSICAL INSTRUMENT)   

 with Animal, 

and laughed about 
         (SOMETHING FUNNY)         

 with Fozzie. It’s Summer’s favorite 

drawing of all, surrounded by all of her friends.
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Animal is playing with his favorite toys: his 
              (ANIMAL)              

 toy, his 
              (ANIMAL)              

 

toy, and even his 
              (ANIMAL)              

 toy! The first animal makes a 
  (ANIMAL SOUND)  

 sound, 

the second animal makes a 
  (ANIMAL SOUND)  

 sound, and the third makes a 
  (ANIMAL SOUND)  

 

sound. It’s bedtime for Animal, so he tells each toy 
(SOMETHING YOU SAY WHEN YOU GO TO BED)

  

and goes to sleep. But the toys are still awake! They yell 
(SOUND A MONSTER MAKES) 

 and run 

around the room. The toys 
(ACTION WORD)

 on Animal’s 
(SOMETHING YOU SLEEP ON)

 and yell  

        ( SILLY WORD)        
! In the morning, they count 

(NUMBER)
, 

(NUMBER)
, 

(NUMBER)
  

and go back to being Animal’s toys. When Animal wakes up, he  

says, “Animal play toys now!” But they’re so tired!
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